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AWS AI call for proposals — Fall 2022
Advancing the frontiers of machine learning.

Share

About this CFP

AWS offers a broad and deep set of tools for businesses to create impactful machine

learning solutions faster. Our mission is to share our learnings and ML capabilities as

fully managed services, and put them into the hands of every scientist and developer.

AWS AI aims to advance machine learning research by funding development of open-

source tools and research that benefit the machine learning community at large, or

impactful research that uses machine learning tools on AWS, including AWS AI

Services, AWS ML Services (Amazon SageMaker, Amazon SageMaker Ground Truth,

Amazon SageMaker Neo, and Amazon Augmented AI), and Apache MXNet on AWS.

We welcome proposals related to machine learning in the areas below: 

1. Machine learning theory and algorithms

2. Computer vision

3. Document understanding

4. Natural language processing

5. Speech processing

6. Fairness, privacy, and explainability in AI

7. Edge computing and machine learning systems

8. Recommendation systems

https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/ai-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/groundtruth/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/neo/
https://aws.amazon.com/augmented-ai/
https://aws.amazon.com/mxnet/
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9. Forecasting and anomaly detection

10. Human-in-the-loop ML and annotation

11. Medical and health sciences, genomics

12. Distributed training

13. Machine learning compilers and compiler based optimizations

Other applied machine learning topics are also welcome.

Timeline

Submission period: September 16 to October 19, 2022

Decision letters will be sent out March 2023

Award details

Selected Principal Investigators (PIs) may receive the following: 

Unrestricted funds, no more than $70,000 USD on average

AWS Promotional Credits, no more than $100,000 USD on average

Training resources, including AWS tutorials and hands-on sessions with

Amazon scientists and engineers

Awards are structured as one-year unrestricted gifts. The budget should include a list

of expected costs specified in USD, and should not include administrative overhead

costs. The final award amount will be determined by the awards panel.

Eligibility requirements

Please refer to the ARA Program rules on the FAQ page.

Proposal requirements

https://www.amazon.science/research-awards/frequently-asked-questions
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Proposals should be prepared according to the proposal template. In addition, to

submit a proposal for this CFP, please also include the following information: 

1. Please list the open-source tools you plan to contribute to.

2. Please list the AWS ML tools you will use.

Selection criteria

ARA will make the funding decisions based on the potential impact to the research

community, quality of the scientific content, and extent of AWS AI/ML Services usage,

including AWS AI Services, ML Services, and Apache MXNet on AWS.

Expectations from recipients

To the extent deemed reasonable, Award recipients should acknowledge the support

from ARA. Award recipients will inform ARA of publications, presentations, code and

data releases, blogs/social media posts, and other speaking engagements referencing

the results of the supported research or the Award. Award recipients are expected to

provide updates and feedback to ARA via surveys or reports on the status of their

research. Award recipients will have an opportunity to work with ARA on an

informational statement about the awarded project that may be used to generate

visibility for their institutions and ARA.

Additional information

This CFP used to come from the AWS Machine Learning Research Awards (MLRA)

program. Now MLRA funds awards through ARA.

How to apply

When you're ready to submit your proposal, click the button below and follow the instructions on
the site.

Submit your proposal

Amazon Research Awards

https://www.amazon.science/_attachment/ara-proposal-template?id=00000174-033a-d166-a3f5-1f7b1fc10000
https://submissions2.mirasmart.com/ARA/login.aspx
https://submissions2.mirasmart.com/ARA/login.aspx
https://www.amazon.science/research-awards
https://www.amazon.science/
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Work with us

See more jobs

Applied Scientist- AWS AI

US, CA, Santa Clara

Job summaryAmazon is looking for a passionate, talented, and inventive Applied Scientist with a
strong machine learning background to… Read More

Applied Scientist- AWS AI

US, NY, New York

Job summaryAmazon is looking for a passionate, talented, and inventive Applied S
strong machine learning background to… Read More

Applied Scientist, AI Research & Education

US, CA, Santa Clara

Job summaryAWS AI/ML is looking for world class scientists
Education group working on… Read More

Applied Scientist, AI Research & Ed

US, CA, Santa Clara

Job summaryAWS AI/ML is looking fo
Education group working on… Read M

Senior Applied
Learning, Caus

US, WA, Seattle

Job summaryHo
data models tha

Amazon Research Awards
Collaborating with scientists around the world to fund research, share knowledge and encourage
innovation.

Learn more

About

Research areas

Blog

News and features

Publications

C f

Alexa Prize

Academics

Research Awards

Amazon Developer

Amazon Web Services

N l tt

https://www.amazon.science/careers
https://www.amazon.science/
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865947/applied-scientist-aws-ai?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865947/applied-scientist-aws-ai?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865291/applied-scientist-aws-ai?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865291/applied-scientist-aws-ai?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865145/applied-scientist-ai-research--education?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865145/applied-scientist-ai-research--education?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865146/applied-scientist-ai-research--education?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1865146/applied-scientist-ai-research--education?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.jobs/jobs/1864606/senior-applied-scientist--machine-learning-personalization-recommendations-machine-learning-causal-inference-personalization?cmpid=bsp-amazon-science
https://www.amazon.science/research-awards
https://www.amazon.science/about
https://www.amazon.science/research-areas
https://www.amazon.science/blog
https://www.amazon.science/latest-news
https://www.amazon.science/publications
https://www.amazon.science/conferences-and-events
https://www.amazon.science/alexa-prize
https://www.amazon.science/academics-at-amazon
https://www.amazon.science/research-awards
https://developer.amazon.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/
https://www.amazon.science/newsletter
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Have feedback for
Amazon Science?
We want to hear from you.

Take survey
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Conferences

Collaborations

Careers

Newsletter

FAQs

RSS

https://bit.ly/3R1LGFZ
https://bit.ly/3R1LGFZ
https://twitter.com/AmazonScience
https://www.instagram.com/AmazonScience/
https://www.youtube.com/c/AmazonScience
https://www.facebook.com/AmazonScience
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/AmazonScience
https://www.amazon.com/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=footer_cou?ie=UTF8&nodeId=508088
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=468496
https://www.amazon.science/conferences-and-events
https://www.amazon.science/academic-engagements
https://www.amazon.science/careers
https://www.amazon.science/newsletter
https://www.amazon.science/faqs
https://www.amazon.science/index.rss

